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Representatives 01 Let, Arigeles
City Schools will be on campus
from 9:20 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday to interview interested education majors. Teachers are needed for all grades and subjects. Students are asked to contact the
Placement Office, Room 234 in the
new ’Administrutien Building, for
appointments.
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Daily Polls Engr.
Accreditation
By BOB KAUTH
While a liaison committee, composed of University of California
SJS Engineering Department accredidation question today in San
regents and the State Board of Education, meets to consider the
Francisco, opinions on the matter continue strong.
The views expressed in a Spartan Daily survey include:
to teach engineering does not mean only undergraduate engineering.
, SJS Engineering Department is treated as though if were
"second-rate."
some students want either
"watered-down" courses or aces:ditation.
is desirable, fea- -ac reditationsible,
sible, and the steps being taken in
that direction are encouraging.
lack of accreditation is harmful to students arid college.
Students, professors, industrial
leaders and other interested parBy JOHN R. ADAMS
ties were questioned by The SparThe engineer stood outside the
tan Daily.
The object of discussion is this: new Administration Building. He
The accreditation matter is a re- looked worried. The man w a s
sult of the 1953 joint pact between burdened with a much-too-heavy
the University of California re- problem.
What will they say back In Sacgents and the Board of Education
which limits state colleges to un- ramento when they hear about
dergraduate engineering instruc- this? Heads will really roll.
Another engineer strode up to
tion and prevents them from seeking the accreditation of ECPD the worried specialist.
"What’s the matter, Joe, you
(Engineering Council for Profeslook sick."
sional Development.)
"Nothing’s really wrong; it’s
’NO QUESTION’
just that there’s one big goof in
"There is no question about it," this building."
.Dr. Thomas W. MacQuarrie, SJS
"Really? What’s the error?"
president emeritus since 1952, told asked the seiond engineer.
The Spartan. Daily, "the universi"Well, it’s this way. When the
ties have retarded development of plans were drawn up, everything
state colleges by opposing it from looked fine. All of the details were
the very beginning."
checked and rechecked, No probIn the first place, It is not lems were visible. There wasn’t
(Continued on Paged)
"Look. Joe, quit beating around
the. hush. Whatsethe matter?"
"We built this beautiful building and forgot to devise a method
of transporting f u r.n iture and
equipment to the second floor. It’s
Authorization slips for Hu in- a sure cinch we can’t carry all
oculations will be available at the this stuff up by hand,"
"Boy! That is a problem. Wait,
Student Affairs Business Office,
a minute, Joe, what about using
beginning tomorrow.
A fee of 50 cents will be paid some method of slide to pull the
upon receiving the slip, Students stuff up to the second floor?"
under 21 must obtain their par"You mean like the Egyptians
ents’ signature before they can used to do wit h t he pyramid
receive the shots. Students will blocks?" Joe asked surprised. "I
hand in the slips when they are hardly think we should use a prigiven their shots.
mitive method like that. What
Innoculation will begin Thurs- would our superiors say?" Joe was
day in the Health Office wing, and really stumped.
will be given from 2 to 4 p.m.
All put their heads together and
After this week they will be given finally devi sed a satisfactory
every Tuesday and Thusrday at method. Glen E. Guttormsen, ac(Continued on Page four)
that time.
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31
; Workmen take a desk through the second story window of the
new Administration Building, with the aid of a fork lift. This Is
no method was
not the us) it usually is done, but in thisC
provided to transport the office equipment upstairs.photo by
Corky Dannenbrink.

Soviets Threaten U.N.
Disarmament Walkout
By United Press
While a fop astronomer was de daring yesterday that "it is entirely possible" the Russians already have launched a rocket to
the moon, Russia’s representative
in the United Nations said his
government will no longer participate in the U.N. Disarmament
Commission and its five-nation
subcommittee as they are now constituted.
Dr. Fred L. Whipple, director of
t h e Smithsonian Astrophysical
Laboratory, said it would take a
rocket about five days to reach
the moon, lie said the Russians
may have launched the moon rocket Saturday.
Whipple told a news conference:
"It is entirely possible the Russians already have a rocket on the
way to the moon.
"If they have, it would have
been launched Saturday. It would
take the rocket five days to get
there."
Meanwhile Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Vasily V. Kuznetsov
said in the disarmament debate
that his government considers
"that all attempts to make use of
t h e Disarmament Subcommittee
for productive work have been entirely exhausted."
"Under these conditions the Soviet Government does not see any
sense in further participation in
the work of the Disarmament
Commission and its subcommittee," he told the General Assembly’s main political committee.
"Proceeding from this, the Soviet Government declares- that it
will not participate in the U.N.
Disarmament Commission and its
subcommittee in Its present composition."
Russia has proposed creation of
a "Permanent Disarmament Commission" comprising all 82 members of the U.N. and has offered
support to India’s proposal to enlarge the present commission and
its subcommittee. Both ideas are
opposed by the West.
Kuznetsov’s declaration came as
India, seeking to head off votes

which would commit the political
committee to endorsement of ironclad positions, circulated among
delegations a resolution asking
that 10 proposals previously submitted be sent to the five -nation
t h
subcommittee comprising
United States, Russia, Britain,
France and Canada --for further
consideration.
If the Russians do have a rocket
on the way to the moon, Whipple
said, it "would be impossible to see
It on the way unless we knew exactly where it was launched."
He said if a telescope were
pointed in the right direction at
the right time, the rocket might
leave a trail on the scope.
Whipple, head of Harvard University’s Astronomy Department.
said firing a missile to the moon
would require a "different type of
rocketry."
But he believed the Russians
were capable of doing it, he added.
Whipple, commenting on another scientists’ statement that
the Russians may already have
reached the moon with a satellite.
indicated it might have been done
in connection with the 40th anniversary of the Russian revolution.

DANCER

CHARLES WEIDMAN
. Real Modern

’Angel St-rfeti
Dance Master
Melodrama
To Run Nov. 8 Offers Lesson
"Angel Street," the psychological drama due to make its bow in
the College Theatre Nov. 8, marks
the first local directorial assignment of Dr. Paul Davee, associate
professor of speech.
Davee said that he chose "Angle
Street" as the Drama Department’s second offering because it
provides excellent roles for all the
actors, and solid entertainment for
the audience.
"To my way of thinking," he
said, "it is one of the best of the
psychological melodramas, It is
rich in its characterization, theatrical but true in its effects, and
it could have happened -and prob.
ablyedoes happen."
Dr. Davee, w h o joined t he
Speech and Drama Department
only this semester, received his
Ph.D in dramatic art in 1950, and
taught in colleges and universities
in Florida, Iowa, Missouri and
Montana before coming here.
In addition, he served as actor
and stage manager for New London Players in New Hampshire, in
the summers of 1938 and 1937.
"Angel Street" is a shocker set
during the Victorian era. The plot
revolves around a man’s fiendishly
well -laid plan to drive his wife
mad. Under the guise of tender
solicitude, he relentlessly pursues
his scheme, constantly reminding
her that her own mother died of
Insanity.
T h u :a he manages to create
doubt, fear a net finally terror,
Without ever resorting to physical
violence.
The author. Patrick Hamilton, is
a theatrical craftsman wit h a
number of macabre successes to
his credit,
"Angle Street" will play Nov.
R. 9, and 14-16,

Charles Weidman, one of America’s foremost modern dance artists, will give a master lesson at
4 p.m. today in Room 23 of the
Women’s Gym, according to
Gloria Alvernaz, WAA publicity
chairman.
Due to lack of space, Weidman’s
lesson, presented by the Women’s
Athletic Association and the Women’s Physical Education Department, will he limited to men and
women students enrolled in women’s PE dance classes and to
members of WAA Orchesis, modern dance club. Only a limited
number of observers will be able
to attend.

commov

SENSE OF
Know principally for his keen
sense of comedy and his incisive
satirical work, Weidman has been
called "the master comic of
his day" by New York Times
dance critic, John Martin, Miss
Alvernaz said.
In the past. Weidman taught at
Columbia University, New York
University, Sarah Lawrence College and Bennington College. He
also was choreographer in 1949-50
for the New York City Opera Co.
His repetnrie includes his much
publicized "Fables of Our Time;"
"Flickers", burlesque of the old
silent films; and "A House Divided," a ballet; Miss Alvernaz stated.
PLANS CONCERT TOUR
She mentioned that Weidman is
preparing for a coast to coast concert tour. Ile plans to visit numerous college.. including the University of Utah and Colorado State
College.
Students who wish to attend today’s lesson, and who have not
already dune so, may sig4 .upon
the bulletie board outside Room
10 In the Women’s Gym.
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DONATES BLOOD

Whipple said he did not ti.
the fact that the Russians ni
aged to pu t two satellites en
roughly similar orbits necessarils
indicated great firing accuracy.

Hungarian
ay Not Go
To Capital

M

A grand hoax ... or just another
case of Washington red tape. An
unofficial investigation Is underway to determine whether Alfonz
Lengyel will go to Washington or
if the supposed meeting with the
President is postponed indefinitely or cancelled for good.
Lengyel first received a letter
on Oct. 18, notifying him of a
meeting of Freedom Fighters and
Hungarian political leaders with
the President.
Phillip Persky, SJ S assistant
professor of English and foreign
student adviser, contacted both the
New York and Washington offices
of the Hungarian Freedom by
phone, to confirm the invitation.
He was told that such an Invitation had been extended to an !tungarian delegation through the office of the Vice -President.
.aireetes letter stated that the
Ills0 W4111Id aecept the
lilt,
Iliingarian delegation on Oct.
20, at folio. The delegation, ice cording to the leiter. W1111111 tee Chide Freed
Fighters, political leaders and Amerivan citizens of Hungarian origin.
Don Ryan, ASH president, offered to enlist student body support for Alfonz’s trip. The student
body president also phoned New
York and Washington Freedom
Federation offices and was told
the invitation definitely came from
the White House. "After this confirmation," Ryan said, "we went
ahead with plans to raise money
to send Alfonz to Washington."
A fund raising drive soon began here. Then word Was received
from New York that the meeting
had been postponed until Nov. 4.
New York was called once again
and Persky was told that General
Bela Kiraly, a Freedom Fighter
leader who had been working on
the meeting, had left for Europe.
Don Ryan thee called the
%lee President’s office and spoke
I,, his pirsonal secretary who
1171111 he knew of no such ached tiled meeting with either the
Vice President, the President or
the Secretary of State,
Senator William Knowland’s office has offered to check into the
affair. Jim Gleason, Knowland’s
Washington assistant, promised to
do all he can to get to the bottom
of the problem.
"If nothing comes of these investigations." Don Ryan said, "we
will apply the money collected for
Alfonz’ trip to the fiend for support of the three Hungarian see
dents being sponsored by the student body-"
-

-Float Details
Due at Noon

Statements of float construction sites must be turned in to
Les Davis. 184 S. 11th St., by noon
today. according to Paul Girard,
publicity chairman of Homecoming Committee.
Name of the organization, cons
struction chairman and Ate must
be included on the forms which
were scheduled to be delivered last
night. Girard said.
If any organization did not get
statement, it may obtain one at
the Student Union, he stated, adding that failure to comply may
eliminate an organization from the
Homecoming parade.
Signing of the non -aggression
pact with College of the Pacific is
-slated for 6:30 p.m. tomorrow at
Havenly Foods banquet, according to Don Ryan. ASB president.

Getting in shape for tomorrow’s all-campuee blood drhe, James
hard’.. 5.15 senior, demonstrates proper procedure for donating
blood while Eleanor Ethitinister, Junior student, looks on. Nurse,
tell, not by Hardy,
Mrs. Barham Brown, holds pint of blood d
but Is, the Santa Clara Valley Blood Bank.photo by Girard.

Campus Blood Drive
Set for Tomorrow

Tomorrow is the day to give blood away.
today.
The all -campus blood drive will be held in the Student Union
from 10:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m., Corinne Borello, chairman, reported

The Red Cross Mobile Unit will be on hand to conduct the one day drive which is sponsored this year by the Community Service
.
Committee and the Air Force ROTC.
Me.. itorelio stated that 5.18
l’IsteitIsties have a two-fold purpose
In donating blood to this drive.
First, the drive provides an opportunny far students to participate
in a worthwhile e i v cc. project.
Secondly, donations will be used
to maintain the Blood Credit Club.
A new constitution was rfad to CENTER QUOTA
The Santa Clara Valley Blood
the Freshman Class at its regular
Center has established a quota
meeting yesterday afternoon. The
which SJS students must meet in
class did not act on the constituorder to keep this club In opertion due to a lack of time and to
ation, Miss Boren said. If this
discussion over a loophole conquota is reached, students and
cerning eligibility for voting.
their families will be able to re
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ceive blood whenev r
Pledge cards will be available in
Seniors c hose announcements
for February, June and August the Student Union for those donors
graduations at their meeting yes- who have not ’received them. StuteMay. A committee also was dents under the age of 21 must
chosen to work on the February have their parents sign a release
and June Senior Banquets, Jerry slip before they can donate blood,
McMillan and Carroll Perkins are Miss Borello staled.
The blood drive is part of the
co-chairmen of this committee.
overall blood education program
It’NIOR PUBLICITY
which the Community Service
Junior Class publicity committee Committee
will conduct in comwill meet this afternoon from 1:30- petition (Or the
annual Selah
4:30 in the Dugout (beneath the Pereira Award,
Health Office) to work on Posters
Robert Baron, activities adviser,
and banners for this Saturday’s stated that this award
will be
after-game dance, Carol Nanney, given to ’the California
college or
chairman, announced today.
university which has conducted an
outstanding program of blood edCARD SALESMEN
Sophomores will hold a meeting ucation a n d recruitment during
of all privilege card salesmen, to- the school year.
morrow night at 7:15, In (13227, TROPHY DONATED
The trophy is donated by the
Jerry Snyder, president, announced at the class meeting yester- San Jose Elks Club in honor of
day. At this time. cards will be Selah Pereira, a community leader,
died in 1951. Friends of Perdistributed to the salesmen, and who
eira established the award in the
procedure for selling, making re - hope that people would become
ceipts and handling money will be more aware of the life-giving value
explained by Paul Johnson. busi- of blood. Baron said.
SJS won the ward in both 1955
ness manager, Cant sales will beand 1956 while UCLA received it
next
week.
gin
last year At present there are six
schools which have entered the
contest arroriting to Baron.

IFrosh Hear
’Constitution:
To Act Later

Rally To Rock
With Calypso

aa"a

Inflation has
A sample of San Jose State’s
gotten pretty bad
vocal talent, particularly calypso.
when 14.95 only
will be shown College of the
Pacific at SJS’ exchange rally at
gets you 2 bucks.
Stockton Thursday night.
Except when it’s
Paul Thompsois will contribute
for Spnldings
some Calypso numbers and Hems
they’re worth if,
Wyatt, accompanied by Ben n
they’re valuable.
Walker on the bongo drums, will
why. it’s the
add to the calypso offerings.
Variety will be furnished by the
closest thing
Shaw Twins’ singing comedy and
to buying
Brooke Shelby’s vocalising of 1111
real estate!
-Tammy" and "In the Middle of
an Island," according to Jack
Clarke, entertainment chairman ot 11, giocrs
Rally Committee.
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Campus Canvass

LITTLE MAtirCAMPUS NONA
Noise Haters

SpaZtatzSbaill

Lucky at SJS
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Editorial

Of Mice and Men . . .

By BOB
TOO MUCH: At the recent initiation for new members of the
Newman Club. Dick Russo. president, while introducing Father
John S. Duryea, club chaplain.
said, "He swims, skis. hikes . ."
when a voice popped up asking.
"Can he play- football?’’ It was Ed
Maes of the club’s Ind. pendent
Football League team. But when
asked to say a few words concerning the team. Macs was not quite
SO sharp. I don’t know what time
we play: I don’t know where we
play. he said, adding that this information was available on The
Spartan Daily sport’s page. And as
Russo encouraged the new members to go out and support the
team. Macs quipped. "No. don’t
do that.- i The Newman Club was
in second place with a 3-1 record.
4

TRY, TRY AGAIN: A group of
trick -or-treaters called upon Mr.
and Mrs. John Adams. After the
bribes had been passed out and
as the group prepared to leave.
ENGINE OVERHAULS
6 Cyl. $55 8 Cyl. $75
Automatic Transmissions S75
Valves $15 up
Fred & John’s Garage
Cr 5-6554
1557 S. let St.

KAUTH
one little girl asked where they
were to go now. Then the littlest
boy exclaimed, "Let’s start all
Over!"

FACTS ON SPUTNIK: Contrary to popular opinion, Dr.
Harry Engwicht, Engineering Department, informs us that what
many people have seen is not
Sputnik but its third stage rocket
tail. He has not seen the satellite, but he has seen the rocket
with his naked eye. The rocket
tail is more easily seen because it
is larger than Sputnik. it reflects
more light, and it is revohing in
an orbit nearer the earth.
. A WOMAN’S OPINION: Commenting on a well-known television actress, Charlene Shattuck of
!Sigma Kappa said, "Her hair
looks like a straw hat that’s beginning to unravel."
*

PARKING

"Gem

I’VE Ji.J’T FOUND AN
A PENCIL MI6 (iZAVE5
EXCELLENT E9SAY CUE STr01.1!"

The
CinulaP lile
By LEIGH WEIMERS
Spartan Daily Editor
I was thinking the other day about statistics which revealed that
we spend one-third of our lives or more sleeping.
(This thought had a particular significance because it came to
me while I was stretched out, flat on my back. I do most of my thinking in this position. Mainly because I am usually in that position.)
Anyway, some people have become rather perturbed about this
situation. They seem to feel that we are wasting our lives away betwixt the lily -whites. They think that we should be out working,
amassing huge fortunes, making names for ourselves, etc.
This, I think, is entirely the wrong attitude.
From my standpoint, we should all spend even more time in the
rack. Sleeping.
Health experts have shown concern over the fast pace our generation has been setting. They feel we should spend some time relaxing. And there’s nothing more relaxing than being sound alseep.
Also, when one is racked out, there are no problems for him to
worry about. He cannot hear people yapping at him.
Ile feels no concern for principles preached and yet not practiced. He gets no ulcers.
This is the life.
And to those people who say that we should get out into the
world and go-go-go to make the dough, we say, "Daloney!" The only
reason people want to get rich is so they can spend their time relaxing. And sleeping.
Start sacking out now. Eliminate the middle-man.

LOSING BATTLE: Larry Kaufman of Alpha Delta Sigma says he
would not be seen with any girl
who would go out with a guy like
him.
WORD POWER: A "pink elephant" is a beast of bourbon.

For Day Games

;

UP) Pat Boone wanted a girl, Patricia) was workNEW YORK
North Texas
is a young man who wears white Mg his way through
College, singing on
So you think it’s too noisy in buckskin shoes, smiles a blinding State Teachers
station for $50 a
the San Jose State Library. Well, white smile and says "conga moo- a Fort Worth
week.
just be thankful you do not attend ga" instead of " gee whiz."
He has progressed considerably
Santa Rosa Junior College. The
He does not Mink. He does not
Oakleaf recently reported: -Start- smoke, lie does not swear. He since that time.
ing this week, the library will be does not tickle chorus girls or play
Today, Boone’s personal historopen for swimming from 3-9 (rainy the horses. He does not wiggle and ians credit him with selling more
days only), roller skating from II as nearly as can be determined, than IS million records. It is reto 6 (p.m. to a.m.) and Jai -Lai in his pelvis is no object of concern ported that Boone has 300 fan
the south corner (Adams to Hugo to his public.
clubs membered by 15,000 teen age
the rest of the time!). Students
chicks, a great portion of whom
His public is many.
wishing to study will be referred to
are benumbed with calf -love for
Jack
"He’s one of a kind," says
the Coop."
their 23-year -old, six -foot -one Spina, a manager of talent who
inch, I 8 0-p o u n d, square -jawed,
’W’elcome Alums from the Sparhas nursed young Boone with rapttan Club:" This is a notice for an urous concern for almost three dimpled, brown -haired, gleamalumni breakfast which appeared, years. "The sky’s the limit on his toothed, two-and -one - half - octave
not in the Spartan Daily, but in future. All of us around him feel range idol.
The Graceland Tower. It seems he will become the Bing Crosby
that we are not the only Spartans of this era."
there are also Spartans attendBoone, for the benefit of those
ing Graceland College in Lamoni,
out of earshot of this world, is a
Iowa.
$6.00 PER MONTH
singer. LOSS than three years ago.
I wonder who the "young man" Charles Eugene Boone (tie was
’s, 8th & San Carlos
Kemp
is that put this ad in the UCLA nicknamed Pat by his parents who I
--Daily Bruin: "Young man about
to be married desires extremely
SPECIAL
DINNER
hazardous work. Pay no object."
ROAST BEEF ,,th BROWN GRAVY
POTATOES
SOUP
Or the anonymous "Janet" who
BREAD & BUTTER
VEGETABLE
advertised in the same paper,
Large Bottle of Milk .15
"Dear Lloyd: Please take me for
a ride in your chicken truck. Love,
Janet."
By CHARLENE SHATTUCK

San Jose State and College of Pacific will get together again
this week to reaffirm the usual -non-aggression- pact.
This is not considered to be an occasion for wild celebrations
or flag waving. But it should receive some serious thought.
This pact, to be signed by representatives of the student bodies
of both institutions, is aimed primarily at preventing vandalism and or
defacement of school buildings and property. This pact was instituted
because the student leaders felt it was better to have the competition
between schools on the athletic field, rather than in secret "raids."
Idealisticary, this is fine. But the pact is not worth the paper
if is written on if the students themselves do not go along with its
contents.
Let us fake an example. Picture a group of local idiots trotting
out their buckets and paint and daubing "COP" throughout our
campus. Can you imagine the feeling that would result when the
Stockton institution was billed for repairs?
And then, picture the same thing working the other way. Watch
carefully, as your student body fees are sent to repaint a campus,
defaced by its own students.
We hope that these two illustrations will be graphic enough to
make you sit back and take stock of any plans you might have.
It takes no intestinai fortitude (guts, to non-anatomy majors)
to sneak out into the night and wield a paint brush. In fact, we consider it completely cowardly.
Any physical action should be made on the football field.
We hope that you are mature enough to realize this.

25c

Dear Thrust and Parry:
San Jose State, as we all know.
is increasing in attendance and
AT MAPLES
importance. Along with this deCome in and sign in our special book.
veloprnent, State students and
...
will
entitle
you
to
Your student body card
faculty expect the football team to
25c OFF ON ANY ORDER
attain big time stature. Why not
regardless of the amount of check.
take the easy step of at least playprepared
expertly
food,
selected
For carefully
ing the games at the reasonable
and courteously served
hour that big-time schools do?
24 HOURS A DAY
Night games are fine for high
schools and junior colleges.
MAPLES COFFEE SHOP
Why not join our sister colleges
3-8058
CYpress
17 L SANTA CLARA
on the traditional Saturday afternoon gridiron?
Probably the best method of
generating more spirit is to increase attendance and interest in
the rooting section. We therefore
submit that all our home games
next season he played on Saturday
are convinced
afternoons. We .
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
that this . . . would increase attendance.
CV.
AND
7- 10
0
The maintenance costs of day"SEA WIFE"
.light games are undoubtedly lower,
R <nerd Sanaa
..oan Collins
the weather much warmer, and
there is always more color and
"40 GUNS"
enthusiasm associated with SatSO GOOD WE PLAY THEM
y Sullivan
13,bar Stanwycl
AT MOTH THEATERS
urday afternoon games.
IIIIIIIllIIlIlIIIlIIlIllIIIlllllIlIIlIUiIiSlItl
She’s sot evetyeurg it
Only on very cold days, of which
ties te take everything
San Jose has few during October
M’s gall
and November, would there be the
IL RANCHO THEATRI
traditional excuse for not wearing
WIMP.
"RUN OF THE ARROW"
white. Thus eliminating one of the
Rod Steger

25c

Teen Idol Boone
’One of a Kind’

PLAY

What’s My Line?
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"PICKUP ALLEY"
.A,la Erberg
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MAYFAIR

JOHN GREGSVN DIANA DORS
SUSAN STEPHEN DEREK FARR
DE :I.

I MU."’

Ikr:10LO

PLUS

’DECISION
alra;n4erIME.
HAWKINS
NEW STUDENT RATES
cot SARATOGA THEATRE
ALL STUDENTS WITH ASB
eg college)
CARDS (
60c

"Curse of Frankenstein"
"X The Unknown"

Rally Committee’s greatest problems.
Drinking undoubtedly would decline as a problem. A policy of
"leave the party until_fterware
would appear when drinkers are
faced with the problem of concealing a bottle in broad daylight.
Since we are the third biggest
school in the state, outnumbering
both USC and Stanford, why not
get in stride with the big campuses
who play afternoon games?
Tom Williamson ASH 3024
Wally Krovoza ASB 2566

"TIAJUANA STORY"

SpaZtan-%

LAUNDRY SERVICE?
US about our special price
SJSC Students each
Tuesday and Wednesday
on Wash and Dry

THEATER

"OPERATION MADIALL"
Emni Nnek
M.clory Roony
Jclt Lnonon

HOLLYWOOD (UP)
Movie
studios have had singular lack of
success at turning out top-rated
TV shows. The switch from widescreen to micro-wave seems too
tough for the big fellows to handle.
Now, however, Warner Brothers
announces a major expansion program to gear itself to the demands
of video.
Westerns have been the key to
success for the giant studio. Its
three hour-long horse operas
"Ch eyenn e," "Maverick" and
"Sugarfoot" have
inspired the
moguls to spawn still another oat
opera, "Colt .43," a half-hour
series.
Next in sight is a horror epic
titled "House of Wax," scheduled
to go on the air next year.
Up to now the majority of Warners’ 21 huge hound stages have
been empty. On an average, only
three pictures are shooting on the
lot at any given time,
But television, the upstart industry that wrecked the boxoffice
in the first place, is giving new
life to the old lot.
Says company president Jack L.
Warner, "Possibilities for television motion pictures are limitless,
and Warner Brothers is prepared
to meet their maximum potential."
To back up his words. Warner
is building a new million -dollar
television operations building on
the lot.
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year with on issue during each final
examination period.
Subscriptions ccpted only on
remainder-of.school year basis. In fall se.
minter, $4: in spring semester, $2.
Sorority Pledges
Telephone: CYpress 4-6414
Editorial
Fin. 210. Adrrtising, Ert. 211.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
EBinduiito..
r
_... LEIGH WEIMERS
When I opened to page 3 of the
Mgr.....LARRY KAUFMAN
Oct, 25 Spartan Daily, a huge
Day
Editor
MAXWELL SHAPIRO
mass of editorial gray nearly
blinded me. First I thought, "Now,
there’s something that must be
Spartan Interests
important, otherwise it wouldn’t
Are Our
occupy so much editorial space."
Interests
How wrong I was. Nothing but
HUSTON
HOBBY SHOP
sorority pledges
something of
293 S. FIRST ST,
interest to probably less than five
per cent of the student body. And
to occupy more than 57 column
Inches!
FLATTER
Of course, no sense in mentionYOUR EYES
ing the "Twin Lea Girls Vote"
story. It appears the conclusion
as well as your vision with
somehow got lost,--it ends with
Improve your appearance
"prest-."
style-wise glasses from . .
Let’s have stories that are of
interest to the majority of the stuDr. Jack H. Chennell
dent body. Please edit more careOPTOMETRIST
fully and play down material that
caters to less than 10 per cent of
254 S. SECOND
CV 54747
the students.
Member of 54F’AR-TEN
Joe Crow ASB 4770

"Deep Adventure"

STUDIO

taptittie

to

all

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
463 S

SECOND STREET

CY 4-2420

95‘
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUA

545 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

On

with
14Bir Qhulman

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1
Though this column is intended to be a source of innocent merriment for all sexes and not to concern itself with
weighty matters, I have asked my sponsors, the makers
of Marlboro, whether I might not, from time to time,
use this space for a short lesson in science. "Makers," I
said to them, "might I not, from time to time, use this
space for a short lesson in science?"
They agreed with many a kindly smile, the makers of
Marlboro, for they are the most agreeable of men. Their
benevolence is due in no small measure to the cigarettes
they smoke, for Marlboro is a cigarette to soothe the most
savage of breasts. I refer not only to the flavor which, 88
everyone knows, is a delight to the palate, but also to
the Marlboro container. Here is no fiendishly contrived
device to fray the fingernails and rasp the nerves; here,
instead, is a flip-top box that opens like a charm, and
inside you find a handy red tape to lift out the cigarettes
with ease and dispatch. Add to all this the best filter ever
made, and you can see that you get a lot to like.
Let Us begin our series of science lemons with chemistry. It is fitting that chemistry should be the first, for it
is the oldest of sciences, having been discovered by Benjamin Franklin in 468 B.C. when an apple fell on his head
while he was shooting the breeze with Pythagoras one
day outside the Acropolis. (The reason they were oulnide
the Acropolis and not inside was that Pythagoras had been
Abrussu vat fur di awing right triangles all over the Walls.)

,
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They had several meetings outside the Acropolis, but
finally Franklin said, "Look, Pythagoras, this is nothing
against you, see, but I’m no youngster anymore and if
I keep laying around on this wet grass with you, I’m
Liable to get the breakbone fever. I’m going inside."
Pythagoras, friendless now, moped around Athens for
awhile, then drifted off to Monaco where he married a
girl named Harriet Sigafoos and went into the chuck -aluck business. (He would certainly be forgotten today had
not Shakespeare written "You Know Me, Al.")
But I digress. We were beginning a discussion of chemistry, and the best way to begin is with fundamental&
C’hemicals are divided into elements. There are four: air,
earth, fire, and water. Any number of delightful combinations can be made from these elements, such as firewater,
dacron, and chef’s salad.
Chemicals can be further divided into the classes of
explosive and non -explosive. A wise chemist always
touches a match to his chemicals before he begiiv3 an
experiment.
A variety of vessels of different sizes and shapes are
used in a chemistry lab. There are tubes, vials, beakers,
flasks, pipettes, and retorts. A retort is also a snappy comeback, such as "Oh, yeah?" and "So’s your Uncle ()Near."
I have now told you the most important aspects of
chemistry, but there are many morefar too many to
cover in the space remaining here. However, I am sure
there is a fine chemistry lab on your very own campus.
VVhy don’t you go up some afternoon and poke around?
Make a fun day out of it. Bring ukeleles. Wear humorous
hats. ’roast frankfurters on the Bunsen burners. Be gay.
Be merry. lie loose ... For chemistry is your friend!
C ts. neer** Isar
The makers of Marlboro, whir briny you 11,I5 column revinnt
scientist’s.
tobacconists.
Nut
here’s an *gun ler-1y. are
lion we do know: Marlboro plus you equals pleasure.
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Mangled Spartan Gridders Water Polo
Team Bags
Prep for Powerized COP

Double Win

Gridders Must Halt

STICKY

Jackie Larscheid,
Bengal Speedster
San Jose State’s mangled football entry lays itself open to tough
COP this week in a Homecoming
which might not be full of Spartan
merriment.
(1 Ii’, itthough not behas log
like the Tigers of old, whipped
%sinless Marquette, 21-7. last
Saturday. The Bengal seasonal
record is now 4-1-2; SJS is 2-5.
The Spartans have a lordly 1710 edge over COP in their colorful series, but if Spartan grid
teams keep slipping, this superiority will soon evaporate. The
Tigers have copped the last three
games between the two schools.
DEFENSE O.K.
Coach Bob Titchenal felt his
team’s defensive play was adequate against Cal Poly, but alas.
the offense lacked steam. The
locals might just as well left its
backfield at home.
Line Coach Marty Feklinan,
who scouted the Tigers’ win over
Marquette, reports the Stockton
eleven Is "big and tough, and
rugged in the center of the
Line."
Mouseketeer Jackie Larscheid is
COP’s top running back and he
almost drove the Milwaukeeans to
tears last week. He broke loose
for 179 yards in 14 carries for a
12.8 per-carry average. He ran for
touchdowns from seven and 39
yards out.
’BY A MIDGET’
As a Milwaukee scribe phrased
It, "It’s not so bad getting beat,
but it’s tough getting beat by a
midget." Larscheid is a sawed-off
5-7 and 151 pounds.
Feldman cautions that the
locals must stop Larscheld’s end
sweeps, but the Spartan mentor
feels Tiger fullback Tom Green
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POLLARD LEADS WAY
The Spartans have rushed for
992 yards thus far, with Hamel
Pollard leading the way with 165
yards in 42 carries fur a 4-yard
average.
Pollard, whose bark was Injured in the North Texas State
tilt, sat out last week’s game.
He should be ready this week.
Rapid Ray Norton has 149 yards
in 27 carries for a 5.5 average and
quarterback Dick Vermeil has 116
in 26 totes for a 4.5 mark.
Much will depend upon this trio
in the Tiger fray.

COP’s top end is Farrell Fun stook a sticky-fingered senior.
Funston is quarterback Torn
Flores’ favorite receiver and will
be a marked man against SJS in
Saturday night’s 8 p.m. Homecoming battle.
Is COP’s all-around spark.
In addition to his yardage-gobbling running, Green is probably
the Tigers’ top defensive man.
SJS NEEDS JUMP
"If we can get the jump on ’em,"
Feldman hinted, "we’ll have a good
chance. Their line will give us
the biggest problem, although in
Farrell Funston they have an excellent end and Tom Flores is a
better than average quarterback."
COP has been employing four
tackles in its starting front wall.
Their linebackers, Bill Streigel and

San Jose state’s varsity water
polo squad unleashed tau high
scoring efforts to capture victories over Santa Barbara College and Cal Poly on a two game
road trip this Weekend.

Don Anger and Bill Schaefer
each recorded upset semi-final
%
victories yesterday to advance to
the finals of the All College Ten’
nis Tournament.
The two players square off this
afternoon at 3:30 at the Spartan
courts for the championship.
Prizes will be awarded to the winner and runner-up at the conclusion of the tournament.

Uppercuts
By RANDIE E. POE
Sports Editor
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WATCH MY DUST

The Spartans 1: ipped Santa
Barbara College. 14-4, Friday
afternoon, and came hack on Saturday to thump Cal Poly. 12-4.
Both games were of the nonleague type for coach Charlie Walker’s SJS team.

Bruins Record
Fifth Victory

Resale’s Bruins and the Hustlers
maintained their leads in the Eastern and Western intramural touch
football leagues, respectively, as
each captured victories yesterday.
In the only Western loop tilt.
the Bruiris turned back the Good
Brothers, 20-6, to post their fifth
win of the season without a loss.
The Hustlers captured a forfeit
win over the Kelleys to gain their
fourth Western League triumph
against no losses and a tie.
In other games, Spartan Hall
edged the Cerebral Seven, 8-6;
Gregorie’s Grubbies tripped Newman Club, 13-6, and the Acre Department
eleven blanked the
Jacks. 18-0.

By CONRAD MUELLER
Smarting from its first real
dumping of toe mason, San Jose
State’s cross-country track team
is busy running bilk this week
In preparation for their meet
with C.C. Saturda morning.
It aria an inspired Stanford
team that did the dumping last
Friday. paced by the record-breaking performance of Indian Keith
Wallace. Wallace toured the four mile circtit in 21:26, 11 seconds
faster than Spartan Grady Neal,
SJS’s highest finisher in third
place.

K. C. Cooper paced scorers, in
the Santa Barbara fray, scoring
five goals. Pete L’eberroth tallied
four goals, Dale Anderson and
Roger McCandless two each, and
Havey Corbin, one.

VERMEIL HALTED
As for the aerial game, SJS was
Anderson sparked the Sparwhitewashed by Poly’s fierce
rushers. Vermeil, who has hit 22 tans in the Cal Poly game with
of 40 for 322 this season, com- a six goal effort. Other San Jose
pleted just two of eight against poloists oho scored were Ueberroth (2). Cooper (2), MeCandthe Mustangs.
COP rolled up 466 yards to Mar- lama (1), and Dave Freldenrich
quette’s 139 last week.
(I).
Tom Flores, one of the nation’s
The frosh water polo club with
top total offensive men last year.
an 8-0 season mark, plays host to
completed 10 of 18 passes for 137
Los Altos High School at 3:30 this
yards and sneaked three yards
afternoon in the local pool. The ,
for one of the Tiger tallies,
varsity returns to action Friday,
traveling to Oakland to tackle the
DOMINATED PLAY
COP cracked into enemy terri- Athens Club.
tory 12 times last week and completely dominated play.

Upset Victories

--

This Saturday at 11 a.m. the
Spartan harriers journey to Berkeley and the Bears should be
favored by a 27-28 count. According to ace Wes Bond. "K’e’ll really
be pointing for this one. Maybe
Cal has the advantage . . . running on its own track . . . but
we’ll have the determination."
Slianii halfback Joel Picsel grabs pass rand scoots HO yards for a
touehdoun to help the Illorrleanes top Villanova, 13-7, last Saturrent... to pasibrt.photia
day. Plevel eluded at least Os tneLler.
by International.
-

Spartababes Subdue
Fresno JV’s, 47-13
San Jose state fresh football
squad. displaying the vigor that
enabled it to roll past the Free no JS’s last week, is currently
working out at Spartan Field in
preparation for Friday’s Clash
with San Francisco State.
Coach Max Coley’s Spartababe
team, on the strength of Nelson
Dake’s passing, rolled over the
Fresno team, 47-13. Friday afternoon at Spartan Stadium. The victory was the first of the season
for the frosh against one loss.
Dake, a product of Fremont
High of Sunnyvale, completed 10
of 12 pass attempts for 300 yards.
He threw three touchdown passes,
booted four extra points, and engineered two scoring drives. Backs
Carlson Bobino and Don Anderson
also turned in a stellar perfor-

mances for the (rush.
Speedster KO Abe got off a
48 -yard run for the Spartababes’
hest ground gain. Cole: singled
out e n d Leon Dimushue a nil
guards Bon McBride and Rich
Morgan as turning in good efforts.
The improvements of the SJS
(nosh is noted by the fact that
the Fresno team deadlocked the
Cal Poly JVs which tied the Spartababes two weeks ago.
Spartababe scoring: Bobino (4
yd. run, 84 and 63-yard pass runs
from Delco ; Anderson (7 yel. run,
32 yd. pass from Dake); Lee Drocco (8 yd. run); Bob Serres (10 yd.
run). PAT--Dake (4 from placement); Bob Tennant (from placement.)

An additonal event last Friday,
the hop-step-and-jump found five
Spartans winning points. Stanford’s Bill Kelley took first with
a 46’ 2" total, followed by San
Jose State’s Junior Jones (43’ 10" I,
Ray Fitzhugh 140’ 6"), Benny Walker (40’ 2") Garfield Finley (39’
6"1, and Kay Harm (38’ 6").
Al Jangewaard plated first
in the Hammer Throw ulth a
be of 154’ 6,2".
SJS runners finished as follows:
3rd, Grady Neal (21:37). 6th, Carlos Saldivar (21:411, 7th, We.
Bond 121:45), 8th, Sam Holt
(2116) and 11th, Jerry Dc,
Roches (22:24).

Jonko’s

1)ofrau
Ling’s+ Sandwichs in Town
Cold. Crisp Selects
N.Y. Steak (15 -as.) . . .
S1.92
Club Steak (10-.1.) . . . 1.31
a Chicken
1.50
1.25
Spare Ribs
.75
Steak Sand. (baked bass)
Friday Special ’n Lobster 2.40
-Baskroorn- Available
For Privet,. Prtres
19 N. Market St, CY 3-1695

We thought the 49ers’ 21-17 win over the Chicago Bears last
week was the most thrilling game we’d ever witnessed.
But Sunday’s fantastic 0. Henry triumph over Detroit was one
hop upward, if that’s possible.
A mob of more than 55,000, crammed so tight that one neighbor often sipped by mistake from another’s flask, turned to wet spaghetti when Overdrive Owens caugkt the payoff pass. The heretofore
snooty Kezar crowd made noises seldom heard outside the Congo.

Scalpers liad Field Day

iTECHNICOLOR

The Biggest
star cast ever
assembled!

Carl Kammerer, a r e espeviall
tough defenders.

cpaPtan c120Pt4

Thinclads Prepare
for Cal; Bears Are
1-Point Favorites

CATHY

MANY MOSIt

ictr
aqt TUMULTUOUS’ .
Mall& same
>fileareessalamame emanalammellINI Site

Perhaps 100,000 ducats could have been hawked if space had
been available. Scalpers were pocketing $20 a pair for reserved seats
in the end zone.
Tickets went on sale at 9:30 a.m. Sunday; by 10 the boys closed
shop.
Football fever in its most infectious estate has kissed The
City, and as the faithful Bled to the exits, we overiteard_the
following comments:
"I can’t take many more games like this, John."
"Man, I’m gonna’ see every 49er game here if I have to miss
some meals."

’How About That Owens’
"How about that Owens. Tell me he’s not human."
"I got so wormd up when he caught that last one that I dropped
my scotch and cigarettes. Did you see ’em?"
And so the comment spun like a long-playing record.
The human heart was not constructed to absorb ’the 49ers’ type
of excitement. Especially week after week.
We also observed the Stanford-Oregon goodie (27-26) Saturday, but it paled into nothingness when planted alongside the
49er success.
The 49erswIth one of football’s finest collection of pass grabbersare consecrated to victory. There is almost a compulsion to
succeed.

R. C. Makes ’Impossible’ Grabs
Owens, whom this writer has seen put his elbow above the hoop
in basketball, is making catches which long-time grid filberts label
"impossible." His pogo jump and flypaper paws are the talk of the NFL.
Yet Owens is but one of many responsible for the 49ers ride to
the western division summit (5-1).
Sunday’s classic developed something like this:
The Bears had overtaken the Homefoliks, 28-24. and with
Just 2:20 to play, Detroit did not realise it was camping on the
mouth of a volcano.
Like mechanical characters controlled’ by buttons, Y. A. Tittle
& Sons began their final march. (It might be fitting to accompany
future 49er marches with parade music).
From the 28 Tittle hit Gene Babb with a screen pass, but the
chains moved forward just one yard. Then former Spartan Billy Wilson ankled for the sidelines and a Tittle toss nestled into Billy’s hands
for 12 yards and a first down at the 41.
The crowd screeched as Tittle’s pass Was %sharked down by
Jim Dav id. Alive again, the audience prosided Hugh hIcElhemay
with background thunder as he took a sereener for II ’aryls.

Crowd Smelled Blood
Again Mac accepted the screen pass and again he tripped along
the sidelines, this time for eight yards to the Lion 41. The crowd
smelled blood with 19 seconds remaining on the clock.
Titlle stopped into a picket -fence cup and fired toward Owens in
the right corner of the end zone. With David and Jack Christiansen
around his neck like two leis. Owens broke the world high jump mark.
He clasped the ball in his left arm, snuggled it against the No. 27 on
his crimson shirt, and then held on tightly with his right hand. The
stadium rocked.
Christiansen had Ma hand on Owens’ right thigh but R. C. han
never caught a pass with that part of his anatomy.
In the dressing room, Owens said, "I’ve never made a better catch,
of course. When I got the ball 1 realized what happened and I was
shakin’ like jelly."

Engineer John Johntgen checks equipment against specifications of a PBX system he helped *stirs

ENGINEERING SENIORS:

Put yourself in this picture
You’ll go up fast in the Telephone field. Several choice jobs are open
right now for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and civil engineers.
Check the technical fields that interest you ...Save list until Bell System recruiters come to the campus.
TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING
D long Distance Circuit Design
D Microwave System Design
Carrier System Design
D Special Nowt Design
o Loop and Trunk Design

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
ENGINE I KING
r ; Dial ;ieite,hing Systems
[ , Manual Systems
Lj Toll Terminal Systems
L: Power Supplies

PROTECTION ENGINEERING
1 , transposition Design
I . Inductive Coordinaticii
f Safety and Quality Engineering
L. Noise. Cross talk & Interference
Studies

BUILDING ENGINEERING
L Architirctutel Design
D Structural Design
D Electrical Design
D Mechanical Design
0 Estimating
D Construction Superstate,

PLANT EXTENSION
ELnongigneerRaningeg Pcolasntnsintudig
[’]
’ Project Coordination
Budgeting and Scheduling

OUTSIDE PLANT
Route Survey and Layout
I Structural Design
Coaxial Cable Design
Li Materiels Tools & Apparatus
Standards
U feeder B Distribution Design

As one of the fastest growing companies on the
West Coast, Pacific Telephone offers you unlimited engineering opportunities. Youand your
salarycan rise fast in our Management Development Program. Today, as always, our top
management is "up from the ranks!’
To Sad out more about telephonic communicaHone jobs, get your booklet. "Your Career with
Pacific Telephone," from your college placement office.

COMMUNICATIONS TRAff1C
ENCINEENING
Seitching Plan Design
Tree Data Analysis
L twrales & fniecests

INVENTOR) S. COST INGINEENPIS
Enireenni Cost Accounting
Li Apposes
Estimetint

Watch for tho date the Sell System Recruits’ Team emits pur

(4i Pacific Telephone
A Good Pleat to Build Your Fiat. 4

110EING JETNIK

1,177

Tuesday, November
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Students, Professors, Industrial Leaders
Give Opinions on Engineering Accreditation

11’. no Sputnik. hut the Boeing
liner, hilted as the last word in
transportation. shown above as
hangar at lioeing’s Seattle plant.
-------

:67 all jet aircomment:0 air
it rolls out of
The To; is cap-

able of earrying 150
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speeds of around 600 miles an
ersion is being built for the
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Send -I tome Copies
Of Spartan Daily
On Sale in Ouad

Soviets Hounded
For Dog Sacrifice
NEW YORK (UP) Animal .
en angrily called the Russi.ii.,
"fiends" yesterday for putting a
dog in their artificial moon.
The Russians replied that they,
joo.. love dogs, but prefer people.
A Soviet Embassy spokesman in
London. replying to protests by
Britain’s Canine Defense League.
said "many human volunteers" offered to go up in Sputnik II. "but
the authorities were unable to accept the sacrifice."
MUTTNIK. POOCHNIK. PUPNIK
The statement did nothing to
calm the indignant reaction of dog
lovers. Their ire circled the earth
as fast as Sputnik II and its nicknames Muttnik, Poochnik and Pupnik. Many indicated they thought
it would have been more humane
to send a human being than an
"innocent dog."
In New York, the general manager of the American Society f,tthe Prevention of Cruelty to Animals said the ASPCA would urge
the State Department tisdny to
lodge an official protect with the
Russian Embassy at Washington.
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Jascha Heifetz

Copies of the special Spartan
Daily send-home edition are on
sale for 10 cents each in the Outer
Quad, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. every day this week,
The four-page edition, printed on
glossy paper, was composed and
edited by members of Sigma Delta
Chi, national professional journal istic fraternity. This year’s issue
is the fourth annual send -home publication.

OF SILENCE
..! !
n S animal protective
groups scheduled a minute of silence "with special thoughts for her
the dog’s’ early return to earth."
A British delegation which carricd its protest to the Soviet Embassy in London was received by
First Secretary Yuri Modin. Two
lady boxer dogs which accompanied the delegates were not invited
in. howeer.
BENEFIT OF HUMANITY
League Secretary R. Harvey
Johns said Modin told the group:
"This is for the ultimate benefit
of humanity.
Mrs. Yvonne Stott said she had
asked Modin whether he had a dog
and whether he would send it spinfling into space if he did.
"He did not give a definite answer." she said, "but he referred
to the fact that his family Alsatian was sent to war during World
War .H.
We gathered ,that
that he
would have sent his dog
if he
thought it was necessary for se -en! ific rest arch."
I

while cruising at
hour. A military
Air Foree.
by International
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’Y’ To Report
On Survey
And Petition
Tomorrow night’s meeting of the
Student "Y" will feature a report
on the housing survey and student
pledge- petition conducted last
spring by the "Y’s" social action
committee.

Engineers
Solve Error

Jascha Heifetz, violinist., will be
heard with the RCA Victor Sym((ontinued from Page one)
phony Orchestra, conducted by
Guttormsen said that the furniIzler Solomon, in today’s recorded
concert in the Library. Selections ture is brought ,from the Main
to be played include Concerto No. !Building on push carts. Then it is
2 in D minor by Bruch. and Con- I individually loaded on to the lift.
eerto No. 2 in D minor by Wier: - The lift raises the piece of furniture to the widow level of the
lay ski.
second floor. Workers then slide
the piece onto a ramp and ease
the furniture into the building.
-So far, the project is going
ery well," Guttorrnsen said.
All general secondary and cre- counting officer and director of
dential candidates with a minor in yesterday’s moving, reported that
the social sciences must pass a a fork-lift device is being used to
qualifying exam in United States hoist the furniture to the upper
History and Constitution. This test floor.
will be given today at 4 p.m .in
CB135.
Studehts taking this exam must
clear with Dr. Melendy in CB137.1
Alpha Chi Epsilon. reception,
Tuesday, 7:30 to 9 p.m., Student
Union. Dressy sport.
MR01Ints
96E San fiR11111100 (.4.7450
AWS, cabinet meeting. Tuesday,
4 p.m.. Room 4. Women’s Gym.
RENT A TYPEWRITER
4t1
AWS meeting for all women,
SPECIAL STUDENT
’Y
RATE. 3 MONTHS
Wednesday, 4:30 p.m., Engineering
Lecture Hall.
Bible Study, Tuesday, 12:30 p.m.,
Remember...
Student Christian Center. Rook of
Ephesians discussion led by Rev.
V. Donald F.mmel.
Where the Hot Dog is Kirg
Christian Science Organization,
meeting. Tuesday, 7 30 p.m., Col181 E. SANTA CLARA
lege Chapel.
Conservation Club, "Poison Ivy
Coffee Dote?
League," meeting. Tuesday, 1:30
p.m.. Room S236.
DIERKS DONUTS
Institute of Aeronautical Selene... meeting. Thumday, 9:30 a m.,

Required Tests
Set for Today

Pat McClenahan, chairman of
the committee, stated that the report will show results of a survey
conducted among householders
renting to SJS students to discover which ones would rent on
the basis of character rather than
race, religion or cultural background.
The committee also will present
the report and recommendations
which it sent to the administration
as a result of the student pledgepetition.
This pledge -petition was circulated among student body members last semester and requested
the administration to issue a definite statement of policy regarding
community-provided housing, McClenahan said.
The meeting is open to students
interested in this problem and
what further action can be taken
to solve it, he stated.

MEETINGS

HEnnEav mismEss

LARK’S

370 AUZERMS STREET

GARDENS

AZ
ZIPI
We Cater
to Parties
Finest Pieta in the World
1347 MzICEE ROAD
CV 7 9’53

kappa Delta Pl. meeting. TUPS. 7 p m., Student Union.
Newman Club. council meeting,
’,V,Iinesday. 12.30 p.m., Newman
Newman Club, meeting. Wednesday. 7 :30 p.m.. Newman Hall.
Phi l’iristIon Omicron, meeting,
’.0 p n 1114

Sanitary Science Society, organizational meeting for founding of
club, Wednesday, 7:30 pm., Room
S309.
Sigma Delta Chi, pictures for LA
Torre, wear suits. Thursday. P p.m.
Spartan Daily Office.
Social Affairs Committee, decorations committee meeting, Tuesday, 3:30 p.m., Spartan Dugout.
Sociology Club, meeting, Thursday, 7:30 p.m., CB231.
South Ray Division of Society of
Automotive Engineers, dinner
meeting, Wednesday, 8 p.m., Old
Plantation Restaurant. Los Altos.
Spanish Club, meeting. Tuesday,
7:30 p.m. Room 7.
Spartan Shields, meeting. Tuesday. 7 p m., Room 216.
Spartan Twirlers, folk and
square dancing. Wednesday. 8 p.m..
Women’s Gym.
Student Christian Center, discussion by George W. Jenott,
Teamster Union official, Tuesday.
3:30 p.m. 92 S. 5th St.
Student Nurses Assn., meeting.
7.30 pm , 1103

CLASSIFIEDS
Von

,,i1 near college. CV 4-7803.
cc Furnished Apartment.
students, $110. Near colAX 6.3490, Apt, 4. 132 E.
,1 St.
Men, 2, share large room. Twin
desks. Kitchen privileges- After 4 TOp n,7 N. 5th St.

I I

Girls. New, (urn.
I., college. Call (11
- West M.J. 1 or 2 M. student.sleeping room with private
and Kit Priv. Wally Perry.
6-4440 or CL 8,4264.

AX

Employed Lady will share home
with one or two students. Reasonable Mrs Ballard. (7Y 4-1614 or
(’l. 8-51494.
Furnished studio Apartment for 1 I

1.0ST
,
IA)14TRed nylon jacketPhi Mu
Alpha Frat, pin on it. Phone CV 71959.

I II

WANTED

of all kinds.
WantedTpyIng
reasonable rates. 487 N. 2nd. CV 2FOR SALE
0772
11 Pontiac Good condition, Wanted 2 Hashers
Receive 3
Must sell $60. FR 8.8002. Even. & meals n day. Ph. CV 7-9989 ask
Sal.
for Norman Shiner.

4

(Continned from l’age one)
nithIn the [totter id the Hoard
of Education and the regerst of
IT to make 04111.11 an agreement,"
he said. referring to the 1033
Joint pact.
-We thought the problem was
settled 10 years ago. When the
State Legislature authorized SJS
to teach engineering, it meant engineering," he said. "and not lust
undergraduate engineering. State
colleges are to teach what the legislature says is engineering," he
said, pointing out that state colleges are responsible to the State
Legislature.
INDUSTRIAL LEADERS
In another interview, Royce
H. Hubin, General Electric executive and president of the Santa
Clara Valley Joint Council on Science and Mathematics F.ducation,
pointed out that it is not only ECPD accreditation that is of import
to SJS. Fie said that facilities and
permission to give graduate in struction is also desirable.
"There are many graduate en Rineers in the area wishing to
earn an advanced degree at an
accredited engineering school."
he said, adding that Stanford
could only handle a limited number and IC was too far for them
to travel while storking in or
near San Jose,
Hubin was accused of labeling
SJS as a "second-rate school" because of lack of ECPD accreditation at a recent meeting of the
Chamber of Commerce. He was
quick to point out, however, that
his meaning had been somewhat
distorted, "I believe the SJS Engineering Department to be one of
the best." he said, "and it certainly is not ’second-rate’."
He further explained that because in general industry tries to
recruit engineers from ECPD accredited schools, many engineering
organizations will not accept applications for associate membership from engineering graduates of
non -accredited colleges, and some
scholarships and financial grants
are restricted to only accredited
schools. SJS is, in these cases,
treated as a "second-rate school."
After confirming the views

eypressed le Dubin. SI. D. Meesting lllll se
l/m.0i,
Electric
eseciitise and chairman of the
accreditation sub -committee of
the

t

J
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Council,

majority

of
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Indust Hal

this area
feel that
leaders
in
Santa Clara ’Valley needs an accredited engineering sehool in
addition to Stan bird.

STUDENTS COMMENT
Bob Jones, sophomore electrical
engineering student, thinks the
engineering courses should be accredited or "watered-down." The
courses are the "very same" as
those offered at Stanford. he said.
"Physics 50 and 51 are being
taught by Dr. Wilber H. Moreland
who taught "the same" course at
Stanford for more than eight
years.
"But I think anyone would be
crazy to prefer watered-down
courses to accreditation," Jones
stated, adding that ECPD accreditation would give students an
additional motivation and a certain morale satisfaction.
Jim Williams. sophomore electrical engineering student, said
that he thought the SJS engin.
eering program to be quite similar
to that required for ECPD appro.
val. "If .any, only a few changes in
the engineering might be neces.
sary," Williams said, adding that
the grading policy here is reputed
to be as tough, if not tougher than
the grading policy at UCLA or BC,
both of which have ECPD accreditation. Williams also hopes to do
graduate work in electrical engineering, which he would pursue
here if it was available

Lee Stamm. engineering sill rimiti tentatiye chairman of
(lie acererlitation committee of
the Student Chapter of the Cal- i
ifornia Society of Professional
Engineer.. said, "For the same
type, quantity, and standard of
courses, an SJS engineering graduate is not being its fully recognized as is an accredited engineering graduate.
-In industry, this is as great a ’
handicap for the engineering, graduate as it would be fur the riled ical student who graduated front
a college which was not recognized
by the medical association."
PROFESSORS REPORT
Speaking as a representative of
the electrical engineering area, Dr.
Victor Carson said that the fecal ty is quite qualified to meet the
stem:Ards for ECPD approval. The
laboratory and library facilities
are of a high standard. "If any are
necessary, changes in the electrical
engineering will be less than in
any other area," Dr. Carson al
firmed.
Upon being asked how net-resiltation would effect the en
neering metallurgy area. James
IL Anderson, associate ()rotes sor of engineering metallurgy,
said, "As far as the engineering
metallurgy is concerned, WY bad
that our standards are equal ill
that of ECPD."
lie reported that "no changes"
would be necessary for ECPD accreditation. ’Accreditation would,
however, he pointed out, give additional employment opportunities
to graduating students.
Speaking as a reptecentalive
dent

the Civil engineering nren. Dr. W.
William Lovell also repot ted that
accreditation would increase job
and scholarship for SJS engineering graduates.
"Not being accredited has been
a disadvantage to students and the
college." he said. Although not necessary, minor changes in the civil
engineering curriculum would be
"desirable" to meet ECPD wereditation. he reported.
LEGISLATOR SPEAKS
Assemblyman Brice F. Allen (11.
Los Gatos) looked forward to the
meeting of the State Assembly interim sub-committee hearings to
be held at 10 a.m. Nov. 14-15 in
Lecture Hall.
The committee was invited to
hold its hearings here at Assemblyman Allen’s request, and, at his
suggestion, representatives from
industry, state colleges, UC, and
the State Department of Finance
and Education have been invited
to appear.
"This Is an important step to ward a imitation of the matter,"
he said, pointing out that It will
give the legislators an opportunIts ! to consider the matter with
a better perspective.
Assemblyman Allen also said
that he has received a number of
letters from industrial leaders in
the area requesting that the 5.15
Engineering Department be accredited by ECPD.

have a WORLD of FUN!
Travel with SITA
Unbelievable Low Cost

lacement Centep
Mid-year openings are no v(
available at the following schools,
B.C. Hintergardt, teacher placement officer, has announced.
South San Francisco Unified
Schools; openings for kindergarten, first, third and fifth grades.
Piedmont Public Schoolst second. fifth and sixth grades.
Jefferson Union School District. Santa Clara; kindergarten.

Eu Pt

first and third grades.
Oak Grove Elementary School
District, San Jose; second and
fourth grades.
An immediate opening for a
girls’ P,E, teacher is available at
Fall River Joint Unified School
District.
Interested students should contact the Placement Office for further information.
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"rm in a business
nobody dreamed of
three years ago"
"In a company that develops new ideas by
the thousands," says 30-year-old William K.
Cordier, manager of General Electric’s ManMade Diamond pilot plant, "a young man’s
career progress need not be limited by his
particular field. In my five years with General Electric, I’ve gained valuable experience
in several different fields, and each assignment has helped me to move ahead. Right
now. I have an exciting job. I run the world’s
first diamond-making plant a business nobody dreamed of three years ago."
Diamond Making a Reality
The job Bill Cordier holds is an important
one, created because General Electric has
the scientific and technical resources needed
to seek out new knowledge and swiftly translate it into products that people want and
need. In 1955, the company announced a
major scientific breakthrough the production of real diamonds in the laboratory. Today, little more than two years later, General
Electric is making and selling quantities of
these diamonds for civilian and defense use.
Achieving Three-Way Progress
General Electric’s ability to take on and
solve big problems iii research and development as well as every phase of production
is constantly creating challenging new opportunities for the 29,000 college graduates
at the company. As we see it, by providing a
healthy climate for a young man’s self-development in whatever area he may choose,
we encourage not only his own progress. but
that of the company and the nation as well.
Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York

WILLIAM K. CORDIER
eived
11.S.
in Mechanical Engineering from
Pardue I:niser4ity 11949). Ile joined
General Electrie’a Metallurgical
Product. Department in 1952,
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